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Violent Motions of Cumulus Clouds.—From observations, and from the graphic descriptions of the few baUoonists and aviators who have experienced the trying ordeal of passing through the heart of a thunderstorm, it is known that there is violent vertical motion and much turbulence in the middle of a large cumulus cloud; a fact which, so far as it relates to the theory, alone, of the thunderstorm, it would be sufficient to accept, without inquiring into its cause. However, to render the discussion more nearly complete, it perhaps is worth while, since it is a moot question, to inquire what the probable cause of the violent motions in large cumulus clouds really is—motions which, in the magnitude of their vertical components and degree of turmoil, are never exhibited by clouds of any other type, nor met with elsewhere by either kites or balloons of any kind, manned, sounding, or pilot.
It has been shown by von Bezold1 that sudden condensation from a state of supersaturation, and also sudden congelation of undercooled cloud droplets, would, as a result of the heat thus liberated, cause an equally sudden expansion of the atmosphere, and, thereby turbulent motions analogous to those observed in large cumuli. However, as von Bezold himself points out, it is not evident how either the condensation or the freezing could suddenly take place throughout a cloud volume great enough to produce the o^*3^™^ A-ffAotc T^cn'rioo fv*ooo ai-urvH'TrA turmoils, whatever their gene^, ^^^^^^j ^^^^^ ^^ ±^ »^^ course in regions already filled with cloud particles in the presence of which no appreciable degree of supersaturation can occur. Hence, the rapid uprush and the violent turbulence in question, obviously, must have some other cause, which, indeed, is provided by the difference between the actual temperature gradient of the surrounding atmosphere and the adiabatic temperature gradient of the saturated air within the cloud itself.
Consider a warm summer afternoon, temperature 30° C., and assume the dew point to be 18° C. Now; the adiabatic decrease of temperature of non-saturated air is about 1° C. per 100 meters increase in elevation, and, therefore, under the assumed conditions, vertical convection of the surface air causes condensation to begin at an elevation of approximately 1.5 kilometers—allowing for the increase of volume per unit mass of vapor. From this level, however, so long as the cloud particles are carried up with the rising air, the rate of temperature decrease for at least 2 kilometers is much less—at first, about one-half the previous rate, and appreciably less than that of the surrounding clear air. After a considerable rise above the level of initial condensation, }4 kilometer, say, the raindrops have so increased in size as to lag behind the upward current and even to drop out, while at the same time the amount of moisture, condensed per degree fall of temperature, grows rapidly less,
1 Sitzb. kgl preuss. Akad. Wiss., 8; 279-309, Berlin, 1892.

